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On June 8, 1988, at 0623 hours, with all three Browns Ferry units defueled,
the following unanticipated Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) actuations
occurred. These ESF actuations occurred when a jumper placed in the Al
ventilation system isolation trip circuit fell off while plant personnel
were replacing a fuse, personnel involved were aware that if the jumper
fell off, while the fuse was out of its holder, an ESF actuation would
occur. Standby gas treatment (SBGT) trains A and C and control room
emergency ventilation (CREV) train A started. Also, a refuel zone
isolation occurred in all three units. A reactor zone isolation occurred
in unit 1 only; hcwever, this is not part of the same isalation logic.

The immediate corrective action was to quickly replace ttie fuse in its
holder and resel each involved ESF. The ESF systems were reset at 0627
bours on the same day. At 0628 hours, the fuse vas pulled twice in an
attempt to recreate the event. Each time the fuse was pulled all ESF logic
involved operated as designed. The fuso was replaced and the systems were
returned to normal lineup for standby readiness.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

The three Browns Ferry units were in cold shutdown with all fuel removed
during this event. On June 8, 1988, at 0623 hours, the following
unanticipated I:ngineered Safety Feature (ESP) actuations occurred. Standby
gas treatment i:SBGT) (EIIS Code WF) trains A and C and control room emergency
ventilation (CitEV) (EIIS Code VI) train A started. Also, a refuel zone (EIIS

code VG) isolation occurred in all three units and a reactor zone (EIIS code
VA) isolation occurred in unit 1 only. The unit 1 reactor zone isolation was
determined to be caused by a reactor .~, ore trip caused by the static pressure
limiter which tripped from the pressure transient of the refuel zone
isolation.

Investigations by operations personnel revealed that these ESF actuations
occurred when a jumper placed in the Al ventilation system (EIIS Code VA)
isolation trip circuit fell off while plant personnel were replacing a fuse
(16AF63A). Only one end of the fuse was out of its holdor when the jumper
fell off. The fuse was quickly replaced in its holder and the ESFs were
reset at 0627 hours on the same day.

At 0628 hours, the fuse (16AF63A) was pulled in an attempt to recreate the
event. The following ESF actuations occurred. SBGT trains A, B, and C and

CREV trains A and B started. Also, a refuel zone isolation occurred in all

three units without a unit i reactor zone isolation.

Verification testing was performed for fuse 16AF63A. Whon the fuse was
pulled all ESF logic operated as designed. Then the fuse was replaced and
the systems were returned to normal lineup for standby readiness.

CAUSE OF EVENT

Investigations revealed that the ESF actuations occurred when a jumper placed <

in the Al ventilatinn system isolation trip circuit fell off while plant
personnel were replacing fuse 16AF63A. The jumper's alligator clips were
clipped onto small round head screws. Personnel involved were aware that if
the jumper fell off, while the fuse was out it its holder, an ESF actuation
would occur.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Verification testing for fuse 16AF63A was performed with the following
results. With SBCT trains A, B, and C and CREV trains A and B running,
refuel zone and reactor zones unisolated and both A fans running on slow
speed, fuse 16AF63A was pulled. The reactor zone did not isolate (the fans
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remained running). The refuel zone did isolate with a refuel zone fan trip.
All ESF logic operated as designed. Fuse 16AF63A was replaced and the
Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS) trip reset. SBGT trains A, B,
and C and CREV trains A and B shutdown. The refuel zone and reactor zones
returned to normal with A fans on slow speed. Fuse 16AF63A was then pulled
again with the same results. Fuse 16AF73A was replaced and the systems were
returned to the normal lineup for standby readiness. All ESF logic operated
as designed. Per.onnel involved were instructed to be more careful when
;srforming functions which could cause ESF actuations.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT

When the Control Room Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) realized that the jumper
across fuse 16AF63A had come loose, the fuse was quickly replaced in its
holder. This was apparently done fast enough to preclude the outboard PCIS
logic from fully deenergizing and sealing in. The Inboard logic did drop out

and seal in. There is no logic chain that would cause the reactor zone to
isolate from the 16AF63A fuse pull. The reactor zone did not isolate on the
planned 0628 ESF actuation. The unit I reactor zone isolation that was
reported to have occurred during the 0623 actuation was determined to be
caused by a reactor zone trip caused by the static pressure limiter which
tripped fecm the pressure transient of the refuel zone isolation. All

functions required to actuate performed as required when the 16AF63A fuse was
purposely pulled (0628 hours). There is no indication that the system is
performing incorrectly. An inadvertent start of CREV and SBGT and reactor
zone and refuel zone isolations do not adversely affect the nuclear safety of

the plant,

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS - BFR0 50-259/85023

COMMITMENTS - None
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TENNESSpE VALLEY AUTHORITY .

-Prowns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Post Office Box 2000

Decatur, Alabama 35602

JUL 071988

i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCKET
NO. 50-2S9 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-33 - REPORTABLE OCCURMENCE REPORT
BFRO-50-259/88019

The enclosed report provides dettlls concerning the engineered safety feature
actuations that occurred due to personnel error. This report is submitted in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv).

Very truly yours.

TENNESS 1 VALLEY K T RITY

L
. Walker4

.

ant Manager
rowns Ferry Eiclear Plant

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

Regional Administration INPO Records Center
'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Suite 1500
office of Inspection and Enforcemant 1100 circle 75 Parkway
Region II Atlanta, Georgia 30339
101 Marietta Street, suite 2900
A'lanta, Georgia 30303c

,

NRC Resident Inspector, Brotms Ferry Nuclear Plant

i )

An Equal Opportunity Employer
LL i


